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Want to learn a Magic Trick that lets you build a successful online business? Click HERE

PLEASE NOTE: All LINKS within this document INCLUDING email addresses are CLICKABLE
and are from a TRUSTED VIRUS FREE SOURCE. When a link is clicked, you may be offered
to BLOCK or ALLOW the transfer, please choose ALLOW to continue to the link destination.

Introduction
This eBook was designed, created and written by Simon Crack, eBay store
member MagicTricksForKicks and owner of www.freemagictricks4u.com
Welcome! I have devised these Magic Trick eBooks to teach you some
exceptionally cool illusions and try to dispel the myth that Magic is hard
to do and takes years to master! All the effects in the eBook range have two
very important things in common. They are easy to learn and get great
reactions from anyone you perform them to!
If you want to be kept up to date when I have a new eBook trick on eBay
or when FREE tricks are added to my site then simply sign up for FREE at
www.freemagictricks4u.com
Need help or support? Please email me at simon@freemagictricks4u.com
and I will be happy to help in any way I can.
This eBook has been made for the purpose of sales in the United Kingdom on
eBay.co.uk, worldwide through eBay.com and the eBook affiliate website ClickBank.
Many thanks for purchasing this eBook today and please come back again
as I am always updating with new tricks and illusions both on eBay and
www.freemagictricks4u.com
Happy Conjuring!

Simon Crack

CRUSHED &
RESTORED
COKE CAN
AS PERFORMED BY DAVID BLAINE ON T.V SPECIAL ‘VERTIGO’
EFFECT:
You show an opened, emptied and crushed coke can. Upon your command the can slowly restores itself, making noises as all the dents disappear.
You heal the hole in the top simply by passing your hand over it, so that the can is once again sealed and healed and looks like new! Now you open
the can with a pfzzzt! and the filled can is emptied into a glass with real original coke pouring out!
• Can be performed with any fizzy drinks can!
• Gets an amazing reaction every time!

• Impromptu, very little setup required
• Only one can is used, no switch!

• Can can be examined and/or kept by a spectator
• Reputation maker, become the talk of the town

THE SECRET:
There are no switches involved in this
trick. The trick is entirely self contained all
you need is an ordinary fizzy drinks can. The
trick makes use of Carbon Dioxide found
inside these types of drinks. I use Coke or
Pepsi as these fizzy drinks seem to contain
the most Carbon Dioxide.

PREPARATION:
1. EMPTYING THE CAN
Hold a normal full Coke or Pepsi can upside
down in the sink. Make a small pinhole
approximately 10mm (1/2 inch) from the top
of the can with a needle or tip of a sharp knife.
Pic 1 (The top being the part you normally drink
from) Try to find a place that hides the hole as
good as possible. There is normally a place in the
pattern of the can which will help camouflage
the tiny hole ie. A dark part of the pattern.
(BEWARE) The fizzy drink inside will squirt out of
the can at high pressure! Try to empty the can by
about one third. When there is about two thirds
of drink left in the can, turn it gently the right
way up so that it stops squirting out.

2. CRUSHING THE CAN
Now squeeze the can so that it looks crushed
and the fizzy drink fills the can up to the
needle hole. Make the dents as soft as possible
so that the power of the Carbon Dioxide does
not crack the can later when you ‘restore’ it.
Simply try to press the can together by the sides
so that it gets a ‘waist’ Pic 2.

3. MAKING THE CAN SEEM OPENED
Colour a piece of paper napkin black with a felt
pen. Cut the napkin to the shape of the can
opening. Then simply attach this black hole with
some water or saliva to where the hole would
be if the can were open Pic 3. The can now
looks opened, emptied and crushed. Another
way to make the can look opened is to turn the
can up side down and hold the flame from a
lighter at a small distance from the can. Soot
will collect in the opening (do this before
emptying the can) Wipe the edges clean with
your fingers or a napkin and there you have a
convincing black hole. It’s easy to wipe this away
with your fingers when ‘re-sealing’ the can.

Need help? simon@freemagictricks4u.com
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HANDLING TIP
When the can is prepared, you have to experiment with how to handle it. You must be able
to handle it effortlessly as it is supposed to be empty. You can swing it around and even lie
it on its side, if the hole is upwards. DO NOT cover the hole with your fingers, this will start
the expansion too soon. Also DO NOT feel the need to seal the hole after preparing to avoid
dripping. The slightest movement will then start the expansion.

RESTORING THE CAN
To restore the can simply adjust the grip of your hand so your thumb covers the small hole.
If you now tense your arm so the fizzy drink starts to shake with a small movement (looking like
you are concentration really hard), the Carbon Dioxide will expand the can to it’s original state
(or very close to it!) Hold your thumb tightly against the hole to stop any squeaking noises.
Then sweep your second and third fingers across the ‘open’ hole and secretly remove the small
piece of napkin (or wipe off the soot), making it look as though you have healed the hole.
Now you can actually open the can with the ‘pfzzzt’ sound (remember to keep you thumb
on the small hole while doing this or the ‘pfzzzt’ will not happen!) and empty the contents
either into your mouth, or on the floor, or into a glass if you have one handy. You can then
give the can away to one of your spectators, no one will find the small hole and it shows
the can as normal and not ‘gaffed’ in anyway. This will Givie a greater impact to the trick.

PRESENTATION:
By far the best reactions from this effect is when it is done seemingly impromptu - ie you are
walking down the street with friend's, see an empty can and shout “Excellent a recyclable
can” pick the can up and perform the effect. When finished and they are startled you say
“Well how to you recycle then?” Obviously you have to prepare the can well in advance.
Carbonated drinks will stay carbonated for a surprisingly long time, as long as they are kept
perfectly still. So it is possible to load the prepared can ahead of time, in any location you
know that you will walk past again. For example beside a dustbin, in a bush in the park or
beside the foot of stairs etc.
Another idea is not to crush the can ahead of time, instead you pretend to empty the last drops
in your mouth or in a glass by letting go of the small hole as you tip the can. That way the ‘last
drops’ will leak out (from the hole) and further sell the ‘emptiness’ of the can. You can then
proceed to crush the can in full view of the spectators and then restore it! David Blaine
performed this trick with a beer can. The creamy foam produced by some beers suggests that
the can has been violently shaken so i would avoid using beer so as not to give the secret away!
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Finishing up
Well that's it for this eBook, I hope you enjoyed learning the effects
but please remember to Practice, Practice, Practice before performing :-)
Checkout my eBay shop HERE for more Magic Tricks!
•
RESELL RIGHTS WITH THIS EBOOK!
As an added BONUS please feel free to RESELL this eBook on eBay.co.uk,
eBay.com or ClickBank to make some cash for yourself :-) For a ClickBank account
click HERE and follow the simple sign up instructions. If you do not already have
a PayPal account you can get one easily by clicking HERE. That way you can get
paid instantly! How about starting up a eBay shop like mine? click HERE, go to
the help section and type in eBay store. If you are serious about selling eBooks
you NEED AN EBAY STORE to take you to the next level!
•
ADDITIONAL LINKS:
All my subscriber emails and eBooks powered by Aweber
My wesite www.freemagictricks4u.com powered by Site Build It!
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